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Association of Irritated Residents
Preliminary Comments on the PSA, part 1 for HECA
Docket #08-AFC-8
September 30, 2010
In the document below AIR has copied portions of the PSA, part 1 which follow with
comments.

It is not legal in California, under CEQA, to piecemeal an EIR. This is part 1 and part 2
is promised later. The 30 day comment period must begin for this first part of the PSA
only after both parts are issued. It is not legal to impose a 30 day comment period on part
1 and/or release a FSA on part 1 until after the entire PSA document for the project has
been released and there has been a full 30 day comment period for the entire document.
AIR finds it impossible to properly make comments on any part of this project without
seeing the analysis of the greenhouse gases and water use for this project, for example.
The entire project analysis must be available in one piece. You cannot separate the parts
from the whole and expect to look at the project in the same way.

Petroleum coke and coal, “as needed”, is not an accurate description of the project since
it is required to burn a certain per cent of coal for the first couple of years in order to
receive the DOE award of over $300 million dollars. Since the project will most likely
not go forward without this award, it should be mandatory to describe that requirement to
burn mostly coal when the project begins operation.

Leaving out the fact that the Bakersfield City limits are 7 miles to the East and the Tule
Elk Reserve is 1 mile to the East is misleading to the public about where this project is
located. The agricultural land should also be properly described as “prime” farmland
with very deep topsoil and with some of the best groundwater in the Central Valley for
both quality and proximity to the surface. In other words, there is no better farmland in
California.

AIR was the intervenor (intervener) at this meeting. Because no schedule, besides a
starting time, was posted before the meeting, the AIR representative had to leave the
meeting after a couple hours due to prior committments. The meeting had started at least
30 minutes late and the part on air quality was left for the last part of the meeting when
the AIR representative had already left. This was not good planning on the part of the
CEC if they wanted full participation by the public. At least a projected schedule of
when the different aspects would be discussed should have been posted beforehand since
the meeting lasted for more than 3 hours. There was no indication that the meeting
would last so long beforehand. It is also surprising that there was no public advisor
available at this meeting. The AIR representative asked Rod Jones about a request that

had been made previously for a recording of the previous scheduling meeting, held at
CEC offices, since no transcript was available, and Mr Jones had no reply as to how AIR
could get that recording. A public advisor would have been able to assist in that matter.
AIR made a valid request to Mr Jones for a copy of the recording shortly after the
meeting took place and shortly after the request was made, AIR was told it was available
but it was never received. The request still stands as a matter for the record. This was
the meeting in Sacramento in the first quarter of 2010 where James Boyd stepped in and
helped to decide how the application should be processed and whether there could be two
parts.

Since the coal for HECA must pass through the depot in Wasco, the Wasco library should
have been included. Since the air emissions of HECA will have the greatest cumulative
effect in Arvin, the library in Arvin should also have been included.

There is a significant adverse impact to air quality in the southern end of the San Joaquin
Valley from this project. It is unbelievable that staff can find that this impact has been
properly mitigated through the purchase of emission reduction credits authorized by the
local air district who have failed conspicuously to reach the one-hour ozone standard by
the deadline. This failure to reach this standard is not acknowledged in this PSA and
needs to be strongly considered.

So, the 1:1 ratio looks suspicious and is, in fact, illegal and without proper basis. What is
the CEC going to do about it? It seems you are letting it slide and waiting on another
agency, EPA, to take action. The CEC has the duty to not allow this and to demand
proper mitigation at proper ratios. It is up to the applicant to then appeal to EPA for
relief is appropriate. The CEC has the process backwards.

The safety and accident record of BP should be noted at this time and extra requirements
for safeguards, insurance, and redundancy in safety equipment plus extra inspections by
outside agencies should be part of this approval. It is not enough, given the historical
record of a company like BP, to simply require a PSM Plan and hazard assessments as
proposed.

Again, the proposed project areas covered in part 1 cannot be properly analyzed because
AIR cannot see the alternatives. There are alternatives that would greatly affect air
quality emissions, for example, and AIR cannot discuss them in the air quality review.
That doesn’t make sense and is highly illegal if no further comment on the air quality
review is allowed.

The loss of prime farmland is not mentioned. That is critical to the socioeconomic
analysis.

Using enough fuel to produce 390 MW but only getting 250 MW is not efficient by any
measurement. It is certainly not fuel efficient. Please correct this statement to read:
“This is a very inefficient power plant but because it collects some of the CO2 emissions,
there are a few at the CEC who think it is worth this inefficiency”.

The public needs a well to wheels analysis to see how much this facility will increase the
domestic oil supply and not just make a bland statement that leads a person to think this
is a wonderful project. Prejudiced statements like that have no place in an objective
analysis like this PSA.

How is the CEC defining low carbon power generation? This project may produce less
CO2 than a conventional fossil fuel plant but it is not nearly low enough to meet the
commonly stated needs of 2050 for future low carbon power generation. Please justify
this statement in terms of California’s goals for 2050.

Do they already have the investors lined up? Without known investors how can it be said
construction will begin in 2011. That is someone’s dream timeline and not based on the
reality of where the money will come from and when it will be available.

How many truck driving jobs are included in the 100 during operation? Truck driving is
not a skilled job. Why not mention there will be tremendous amounts of daily trucking
associated with this project when talking about employment opportunities? This
misleads the public.

Please explain the discrepancy between the $1.6 billion quoted here and the $2.3 billion
project cost quoted in many other publications.

They need to guarantee the land will be put back exactly as it was and be available as
prime farmland again if they are only to operate for these few years.

How much CO2 is expected to be released annually from the natural gas fuel?

What is being hidden with this statement is that coal will be brought to California for a
power plant which is not legal in California any longer.

There is no pet coke being produced in Kern County. Please remove that statement.
What does it mean to say 6.0 million tpd of coal would be consumed? Please clarify.
How far away is the transloading terminal? The term “nearby” is inaccurate if the
distance is more than 10 miles.

Is the sulfur suitable for direct agricultural use or does it contain contaminants which
have to be removed before applying this material to farmland? Farmers could take this
material not knowing its true composition like they take fly ash today from coal plants
because no one is regulating the practice.

How much natural gas usage is proposed in actual quantities?

Brackish water is a relative term and slightly brackish water can still be used for
irrigation of certain crops, especially if it is mixed with a source of fresher water. A
determination needs to be made of the average TDS of this water and the projected TDS
in future years as water is removed from the underground area. At a stated level of TDS,
HECA has to guarantee they will no longer use that water for their wasteful cooling
needs.

For every hot day does that mean there will be cold day where the use will only be 2.2
million gallons per day? How is the average calculated?

This sounds like a real incentive for HECA to have a fuel supply of at least 50% coal at
all times. Why does this PSA indicate that pet coke would be the main fuel when it
clearly is not the main fuel?

This figure of the project description shows a very small area of the property that will still
be farmed. This is inconsistent with other statements of hundreds of acres left as
farmland. Also, it is not a proper mitigation of lost farmland for HECA to state the
remaining farmland on the site will be in permanent agriculture. How, exactly is this loss
of prime farmland going to be mitigated?

The coal is only because of DOE requirements in order for DOE to give the project $300
million? Why is that fact not included? Also, is there any guarantee that the project will
not use coal once they have satisfied DOE requirements? If not, then how much coal will
be used per year after these requirements are met?

Obviously, HECA will contribute to existing violations of the one-hour ozone standard
and just as obviously, using erc’s as mitigation does not prevent their contribution to
these violations. There is no proof otherwise in this document.

An important fact, not noted anywhere, is that these northwesterly winds blow ozone
precursors from the HECA area and from the oil fields in the same general area, towards
the part of the valley where Arvin is located. Arvin has the worst air in the nation except
occasionally, a mountain area above San Bernadino, where rich people have cabins called
Crestline. If particulate pollution is considered with ozone levels, then Arvin definitely
has the worst air in the nation. Somewhere in this document, this must be acknowledged
and analyzed or an environmental justice issue arises.

It is extremely important to note that even though the 1-hour ozone standard has been
revoked, the SJVAB still had to reach that standard by 2010, and has failed to do so.
This should have been stated. What is even more important is that there have been
violations of that standard on at least 6 different days this year and that shows the plan
was inadequate and all assumptions in that plan are suspect. Because that standard has
not been reached by the deadline there is a need for a different analysis of this project by
the air district and by the CEC.

The farmland the site sits upon has been developed significantly. Extensive land leveling
for irrigation has been done plus wells and pipelines have been constructed. Soil

improvements have also taken place through the years. It is incorrect to describe the area
as “undeveloped”. There was even a fertilizer industry located on the site a few years
ago.

There is a conspicuous failure here to mention the Arvin monitoring site for ozone which
is located downwind of HECA and downwind from all of the nearby oil field pollution.
This failure ignores that fact that Arvin experiences the worst air in the nation and this
project will make that air even worse as NOx and particulate emissions are transported
towards the Arvin area and added to the general pollution they already experience which
is almost totally transported from other areas. Arvin is also very similar to the HECA site
in that it is up against some higher elevations which can trap air below.

Although Shafter is closest for monitoring of NO2 it is not the most appropriate site for
historical air quality for the project location. That site would be Arvin. The HECA site
is nearby massive oil field operations. Shafter is not but Arvin is downwind from oil
operations just north of Bakersfield and downwind from Elk Hills operations. It is
obviously a better site to use and a more conservative choice since the air is far worse in
Arvin than in Shafter on any given day. It is convenient for HECA that Shafter is closer
than Arvin but it is an environmental injustice to use Shafter data instead of Arvin data
for historical air quality data.

Not the correct background for NO2 as previously noted. You must do this part over
using Arvin data to have any credibility.

Again, we repeat that although Shafter is the closest it is not the station nearest with
similar characteristics. Because of geography, Shafter is nothing like the HECA site with
its location so near to the oil field operations along Hwy 33 and in the Elk Hills. Shafter
is nearby almost total farmland in contrast. Shafter is not up against hills and higher
mountains as the HECA site. Arvin has hills and mountains behind it also. Arvin is the
most similar site and the most conservative site for meaningful and appropriate
background data.

The CEC has to remove Bakersfield from the calculations in table 14 to get the true net
emissions increase. There will be no pet coke available from the Bakersfield area
because that refinery is permanently shut down and now operated as a different kind of
refinery producing no pet coke. This has been known for at least six months and the
refinery has been shut down for more than 18 months. The net emissions increase for
NOx should be 17.01 ton/year. Table 17 should include this change and it should be
noted in all other relevant calculations. 10.5 additional tons of NOx should not be
ignored so easily.

The CEC must do the analysis again with the Arvin data and see if the conclusions are
any different. No doubt, when this is done, there will be a more severe impact modeled
and that is the reason Shafter was chosen by the applicant. There is no reason for CEC to
go along with that choice.

Are any of these erc’s pre-baseline? If so, then it is entirely inappropriate for them to be
used when the air basin has failed to reach attainment for the 1-hour ozone standard and
has failed to demonstrated reasonable further progress in reaching either the 8-hour ozone
standard or the pm 2.5 standard. Furthermore, given these conditions in the air basin, it is
questionable whether the use of any erc’s should be allowed for new, polluting power
plants such as HECA.

Under this section it should be noted that there is no analysis of traffic impacts from
bringing the coal from Wasco. This is not right. The Labor Camp near the coal depot in
Wasco will be negatively affected by more trucks leaving and entering the area because
of this project. This must be analyzed. Increased truck traffic turning onto HWY 46 in
Wasco must be analyzed.

This section does not do a proper analysis of the efficiency of HECA. HECA is
extremely inefficient in just about every relevant, measurable area.
Just the opening comments describing a 390 MW gross output plant only producing a 250
MW net output shows how inefficient this project will be from an energy standpoint.
Basically, the inefficiencies become most apparent when HECA is compared to a
proposed power plant at Avenal which the CEC recently approved. Avenal is a very
efficient, state of the art, natural gas power plant. HECA, in contrast, is inefficient in
energy production as noted above and it is inefficient in fuel supply, cost, pollution, water
use, land use, and CO2 captured.
The fuel supply must come from outside the area. This is inefficient. Transportation of
fuel by train and truck over long distances is inefficient in this time of need for energy
efficiency in all matters. In contrast, natural gas is abundant in the area of this project so
there is no excuse for building a plant that uses a different type of fossil fuel that needs to
be imported into the area.
The cost, in terms of the energy produced, is outrageously high, and therefore an
inefficient use of investment money (if indeed, investment money for such an inefficient
project can be found at all). Here is a chart comparing Avenal capital cost to HECA.
Capital Cost

HECA
250 MW
Avenal
600 MW

$2.3 billion

Capital Cost per
100 MW of
Capacity
$920 million

Capital Cost per kilowatt
hour produced at 80%
capacity over 20 years
$.066

$530 million

$88.3 million

$.006

It is easy to see that HECA will cost rate payers a lot more money than Avenal for their
electricity if the investors of this project are to get a fair return on their money.
In terms of pollution a comparison with Avenal is also appropriate.
NOx
HECA
250 MW
Avenal
600 MW

VOC

Particulates

SOx

193

36.8

211.1

38.7

144

35

81

17

HECA per MW of
capacity
Avenal per MW of
capacity

.77

.15

2.11

.16

.24

.06

.14

.03

The table above speaks for itself. We get far more pollution, which will drift directly
towards Arvin, the most polluted city in the nation, from HECA producing electricity
than from a plant like Avenal.
Water use is another big issue with HECA but that cannot even be commented on here
except to say HECA uses millions of gallons of potentially useful irrigation water while
Avenal uses air cooling and minimal water use.
Land use is inefficient when you consider the footprint of HECA, which is on prime
farmland, when compared to the small size of Avenal which is located on land of not
nearly the quality of the HECA site. This is especially inefficient when it is realized that
HECA sits next door to acres and acres of land which has been disturbed by oil field
operations for decades and on which no farming is possible but they chose, instead, to
locate on prime farmland.
HECA does release less CO2 per MWH than Avenal. But, the amount of reduction and
the relative increased cost must be considered in a plant efficiency analysis. Here is a
table comparing the two plants with the current California MTCO2E/MWH average and
the projected average we will need for 2050.
MTCO2E/MWH
Current CA average

.43

HECA
Dirty fuel with CCS
Avenal
Natural gas
Goal for 2050

.25
.38
.02

What can be seen from this table is that HECA reduces CO2 emissions from the state
average by about 40% which is not nearly enough to help California reach 2050 goals.
This plant would have a minimal positive effect on State 2020 goals under AB 32 and be
a problem for 2050 goals. Avenal reduces CO2 from the state average by far more (at
least 3 times) than HECA for every dollar of investment money. This is not efficient
planning by the CEC to think this is the way to go at this time in getting mandated and
projected reductions in CO2 emissions from electrical production. Just because the
emissions are less does not mean it is efficient.
This concludes AIR’s preliminary comments on Part 1 of the PSA. AIR reserves the
right to comment further on Part 1 topics when Part 2 is released and the entire scope of
the project is available for public review.

Tom Frantz
President, Association of Irritated Residents

